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**Gabriel Puron Cid** received a master’s degree in public administration and policy at the Center for Research and Economics Teaching (CIDE) in Mexico. After the conclusion of this program, he contributed actively at the Ministry of Finance of the federal government in Mexico to design and implement budgeting for results. Today he is a doctoral student of public administration at the Rockefeller College of Public Affairs & Policy of the University at Albany with a specialization in information management.
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and policy in the public sector. His research interests are information technology applications in public finance and budgeting, digital government, IT investment and failures in intergovernmental systems, and public management of information systems in governmental contexts.
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**Dolores Cuadra** received an MS in mathematics from Universidad Complutense of Madrid in 1995. Since 1997, she has worked as an assistant lecturer at the Advanced Databases Group in the Department of Computer Science, Carlos III University of Madrid. In 2003 she obtained a PhD in computer science from Carlos III University of Madrid. She is currently teaching files organization, database design, and data models. Her research interests include data models, conceptual and logical modeling, and advanced database CASE environments. She has been working in the Department of Computer Science at Purdue University of West Lafayette (Indiana) for nearly a year, where she has applied her research in spatiotemporal databases.
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